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mi homes is a property agency determined to do things differently. we pride ourselves on offering an unrivalled 
level of customer service, professionalism and transparency in all of our dealings. our clients trust us to secure 
the best possible resale values and retain our 0% fall through rate on all sales agreed so far (compared to 
the national average of 35%). our efficient, proactive and extensive approach to our work ensures a smooth 
and seamless sales process for our vendors and buyers alike, as is reflected by our glowing testimonials, high 

proportion of repeat business and referrals.

established in 2016, we have quickly grown to become a preferred property agent in north london, while also 
serving several other areas around the capital. our dedicated team of property consultants undergo regular in-

depth training and are at hand for our clients at every step of the sales process, ensuring both vendors and buyers 
realise maximum value and benefit. this is achieved due to our extensive database of capable buyers, the quality 

of our marketing and our meticulous approach to the sales process. we don’t sell houses, we sell dreams.

mi homes is strongly committed to providing an exceptional level of client service by 
operating professionally, efficiently and with the utmost integrity. our genuine passion to 

exceed expectations and to put our clients at the heart of everything we do has earned us a 
reputation built on trust and sustained by results. our continual investment in the development 
of our team combined with the value, knowledge and expertise that we bring has enabled us 

to foster long-lasting, successful partnerships that we are immensely proud of.

at mi homes we present our listings in their best possible light, investing in professional 
photography as standard, branded floor plans and comprehensive property descriptions, as 
well as offering bespoke marketing services such as brochures, computer generated imaging 
(cgi), video and virtual tours. we market on all major portals such as rightmove, zoopla, prime 
location, on the market and not forgetting our own website as well as social media platforms, 

ensuring maximum exposure for our clients in all the right places.

about 

mi homes

ethos

all eyes on you

fall through rate (from our 
own buyers vs. the national 

average of 35%)    

of asking prices achieved on 
average from all properties sold 
(vs. the national average of 96%)

from over 120 google reviews (the 
highest number of reviews with a 

rating of 4.8 in N14 and N21)

0% 101%4.8
performance driven and client focused

all facts and figures are accurate as of september 2019



effective marketing is a critical factor that is often poorly executed. at mi homes, we make this 
a priority. it begins with professional photography of your home to highlight it’s best features 

as opposed to simply documenting certain rooms. staging your home and de-personalising it is 
always our recommendation as it makes a significant difference to the amount of interest your 

property attracts. we will openly suggest improvements that will increase the overall value of your 
home resulting in a faster sale at the best possible price. the days of simply ‘sticking it online’ and 
hoping for the best is a thing of the past and being proactive at every stage will produce results. 
before you do make a decision on which agent to instruct, check out the agent’s existing listings 

online and ask yourself, if your home was presented in such a way, would you be happy?

there should be strategy applied to every step of the sales process to 
ensure that the execution of it is managed in the right way. the appropriate 
strategies to implement do depend on the location, price, size and condition 
of your property, as well as the number of properties similar to yours which 

are being listed at the same time. we have documented below a number 
of optional strategies available to implement to ensure the best possible 

financial outcome is achieved with the sale of your home.

marketing strategy

viewing strategy

options:

view in response to individual 
requests

mutually agree one day a week 
for viewings

leave the property on the market 
for two to three weeks and 

organise a ‘viewing launch day’

pricing strategy

if your pricing strategy is 
executed in the right way, the 
lower you list, the higher you 

can achieve! there are a number 
of pricing strategies you can 

implement such as:

guide price

fixed price

offers in the region of

offers in excess of

price on application

anti-stagnation strategy (if any)
your property will gain maximum amount of interest within the first two weeks of 

being listed on the market. to prevent the property from ‘stagnating’ online, there are 
a number of options for your agent to make the most of:

re-ordering of photos

new ‘seasonal’ photos

upgrading to a premium or featured listing

changing the pricing strategy (this should always be left as the last resort)



what you should be 
asking your agent

what efforts and expense does your agent go to 
when marketing a home? 

we go to a huge expense when marketing as well as focusing on the finer 
details to ensure your property is represented as best as it possibly can be. 
on average (depending on the size of the property), it costs us over £525 
to market each home for sale. this excludes the added optional expense of 
videography, computer generated imagery or even bespoke social media 
adverts. 

what is their average fall through rate?

the UK avareage is as much as 35% which is scary figure. if the agent in 
question is proud of their fall through rate, they will know it off the top of 
their head. the higher the fall through rate, the less confidence you should 
have to instruct the agent. a high fall through rate represents two things: 
one, their buyers are not fully vetted before rushing into negotiations to 
agree a sale with their client, and two, their ability to progress the sale 
may be weak. our fall through rate is 0% and we know that the hard work 
begins once the sale is agreed.

what is their average percentage of asking price achieved?  

the average throughout the country is 96%. so when instructing an agent, 
don’t simply focus on the ‘cheapest’ fee because that could quickly become 
your most expensive decision. the lower the figure, the more likely it is that 
the agent consistently overvalues their clients’ properties, or that they 
don’t implement the optimum strategies to achieve the best possible resale 
value. we are proud to say that we are one of very few agents averaging 
over 100% of asking price. choose an agent with a proven track record of 
performance as this will be your most cost effective and valuable decision. 

how long their sole agency agreements are?

if an agent asks you to commit to a crazy 4, 6, 10 or even 16 week sole 
agency agreement, this should ring alarm bells. at mi homes we do not 
have a contractual period, just a 14 day notice period (which has not been 
enforced to date). we feel that it is against the best interests of a vendor to 
sign a sole agency agreement and it is only in the interest of the agent. we 
believe clients’ interests should always be put before our own and this is 
reflected in the way we manage our sole agency agreements.

is the agent offering you a price 
promise guarantee?

this is a very unique offering at mi homes. as a mark of our confidence and 
ability to perform for our clients, our fees are backed by a price promise 
guarantee, if we do not achieve asking price or a certain percentage close 
to asking price, our fees charged will reflect this. 

5 questions you should be 
asking your property agent



would you use two solicitors to do the same job for you? you usually instruct a 
single one and trust them 100% - this is the attitude you should have with your 

estate agent too. it is so important that you instruct a single agent because more 
than one listing online can make you appear desperate and really affect the 

position and ability of your agent to negotiate you the best possible resale price 
of your property. when vendors instruct more than one agent, they think they will 
get both agents competing against each other. in fact, what that actually does is 
remove the focus on doing the very best for their client, to focusing on their own 
best interests as the agent, and all they begin to care about is beating the other 
agent to the deal, but disregarding the focus on achieving the best possible price 
for their client as well as conveniently brushing aside the importance of ensuring 

the buyer(s) they are ‘recommending’ have been fully vetted and are actually 
capable of completing on the purchase. to conclude, sole agency instructions 

mean you will (statistically) achieve a higher price and have a higher chance of 
avoiding a ‘fall through’ provided the right agent is chosen from the outset. 

you will be getting the very best exposure with mi homes and when the time 
comes, we know our team are most capable to achieve the best financial 
outcome (highest on your sale, lowest on your purchase). if another agent 

claims that ‘they have buyers’, there is no doubt that these ‘buyers’ would have 
contacted us anyway but as our clients are our main focus, we’re happy to get 

in touch with any agent after the 14th day of marketing (if the property is not yet 
under offer) to ask if they can send these buyers our way on a split fee basis.

why 

sole agency?



overpricing 
this is arguably one of the easiest mistakes to make when selling as naturally everyone wants to 
achieve the highest sales price for their home and rightly so. however, statistically, the lowest priced 
properties sell for more and the highest priced properties sell for less. this is a fact. if a property 
appears as really good value, lots of buyers will want to view it and likely put an offer forward. that 
competition (of buyers) will drive the price up to real market value. think of a property auction... guide 
prices are set very low to entice buyers to the auction room - more buyers brings more competition, 
leading to a higher price achieved. 

choosing the cheapest agent 
what’s the difference between an estate agent and a great estate agent? 4% of your asking price, 
that’s what. according to extensive research, the average estate agency achieves just 96% of the 
asking price whereas great agents achieve between 99-100%. on a £1m house, that 4% difference 
equates to £40,000 more for your property – this is not to be overlooked. anything great, though 
at first more expensive, will offer better value overall. how many times have you opted for the 
cheaper option, only to have to PURCHASE A BETTER QUALITY VERSION IN THE END. as the 
saying goes: buy cheap, buy twice. estate agents are no different; there are the good, the bad, the 
ugly and the remarkable. read this as a prime example; you have a house which you’re planning on 
marketing at £500,000. agent 1 is offering to sell it for 1% but has a track record of achieving 97% 
of asking price, and agent 2 is offering 2% but has a track record of achieving 100%… which is the 
cheaper agent? agent 1 right? no. agent 2 is because they’re more likely to achieve you £15,000 
more for your house but only charge you £5,000 more making you £10,000 better off. that’s 
what it’s all about… the end result. after all, the ‘cheapest agent’ can quickly become the most 
expensive, as they say, ‘you always get what you pay for’.

3 mistakes to avoid when

selling your home

making the assumption that houses sell themselves
irrespective of your views on estate agents, instructing 
the right agent brings so much value to your sale as 
houses do not sell themselves. here’s why:

houses cannot value themselves at the correct level to 
achieve maximum interest. 

they cannot photograph themselves in a way to 
attract maximum viewings.

they cannot describe themselves in a way to give 
potential buyers just enough info, but not too much… to 
encourage them to step foot through your front door.

they do not promote themselves in the places they will 
be seen the most.

they do not continuously analyse and review the 
marketing and make changes where needed to avoid 
stagnation.

they do not arrange viewings in a way which creates a 
sense of competition and urgency.

they do not carry out viewings in a way that starts 
and ends the viewing in the area of the house that the 
buyer is most drawn to in a property.

they cannot follow up on viewings, addressing possible 
concerns and beginning negotiations.

they do not negotiate the best price for themselves 
(on average between 5-10% more than a buyer’s initial 
offer).

they do not progress the sale solving the inevitable 
problems along the way. (chains collapsing, survey 
issues, slow solicitors, etc)

…but mi homes can.



1 elmgate gardens, edgware, ha8 9ru

vendor
we instructed mi homes via recommendation but were 
unsure as to their ability given they were not located 
close to our property. however, it is a decision we are 
delighted to have made. mi homes were the most active 
agent out of the 3 instructed and ended up securing 
the sale. they did their best to negotiate us the very 
best price from buyers in a great position being chain 
free, especially at this level financially. very impressed 
to say the least.

– mr and mrs polycarpou

buyer
this was the first home for both me and michael to 
move into together. slightly daunting of course but 
made ever so easy with the help and attention to detail 
of nick and the rest of the team. it has been a pleasure 
buying through them and we thank them for securing 
us a lifetime of memories.

– mr and mrs selby

sold at 97.4% of asking price

97.4% 

15 viewings 
in 32 days

listed 

19.03.2019

sale agreed 

05.05.2019

exchanged

28.06.2019

sold

01.08.2019

listed at

a total of 4 offers negotiated

sold at

£900,000 £875,000



vendor
nick, i want to thank you and the team for all of your 
efforts and support throughout the sale of my home 
which was an emotional experience, however, one that 
was made easier by you and your understanding and 
compassionate nature. i will be recommending you 
to anyone i know buying or selling property as it was 
such a pleasure working with you. all the best. 

- sonia

12 dumayne house, palmers green, n13 4ab

sold at 100% of asking price

100% 

5 viewings 
in 14 days

listed 

29.03.2019

sale agreed 

14.04.2019

exchanged

07.06.2019

sold

17.06.2019

listed at

a total of 2 offers negotiated

sold at

£465,000 £465,000

buyer
was very impressed with nick and his colleagues 
when my son and i first met them, they were very 
professional without being pushy . they have a much 
better portfolio of properties than most estate 
agents in the area. my son had been looking for a 
property for 6 months and was fed up with lack of 
communication, enthusiasm, and professionalism from 
the majority of estate agents in the area. it was such a 
joy to meet someone who had that eagerness to help 
him find the correct property.

it just took a 10 week turn-around from once the sale 
was agreed, would certainly do business again with 
mi homes and i highly recommend them as they are a 
breath of fresh air to the locality. this company knows 
what it takes and has wonderful foresight.

– the o’mahony family



vendor
thank you so much mi homes. an absolutely 
great service from nicholas. we have just 
finished the sale of our flat and nicholas gave 
the highest of customer service. he was very 
attentive and always kept in touch. i would 
highly recommend using mi homes to anyone. 

- virginia

buyer
it was a first purchase for me 
and the first time i had the 
opportunity to deal with estate 
agents in helping me find 
my perfect home. i had both 
good and bad experiences 
but pleased i stumbled across 
mi homes as they ensured 
a seamless and stress free 
purchase for me and guided me 
at every step of the way. 

- alex

32 crown close, wood green, n22 5hg

sold at 104% of asking price

104% 

12 viewings 
in 22 days

listed 

18.12.2018

sale agreed 

10.01.2019

exchanged

25.03.2019

sold

23.04.2019

listed at

a total of 4 offers negotiated

sold at

£275,000 £287,000



flat 36, bole court, 70, cecil road, enfield, en2 6by

sold at 100.9% of asking price

100.9% 

8 viewings 
in 12 days

listed 

18.04.2018

sale agreed 

01.05.2018

exchanged

02.06.2018

sold

08.06.2018

listed at

a total of 2 offers negotiated

sold at

£415,000 £418,500

vendor
i instructed an online agent alongside mi homes and it 
quickly became obvious that you get what you pay for. 
from marketing to negotiation and the way viewings 
were conducted, they were miles ahead and worth 
every penny and more. extremely pleased with the end 
result and will certainly recommend where possible.

– andy

buyer
buying a first home, with the confusion of the process 
and time it would take, i have to say it was amazing 
service from nick and george, they went above and 
beyond and almost gave us step by step instructions 
and as a result, we knew exactly what was happening 
and when and that is why the process went so 
smoothly. they are extremely friendly and we were 
even greeted by a huge bunch of flowers when we first 
walked into our new home. 

– malwina 



vendor
when Nick approached us, it was quite impersonal, a 
simple knock on the door but with only good intentions 
for both his buyers and ourselves as sellers. we had a 
number of approaches by other agents but none as 
genuine as nick and his team at mi homes. we didn’t 
have to go to market and go through the hassle of 
viewings but with the help of nick and introduction of 
his clients, we managed to secure a sale off market 
with chain free buyers. i do wish I approached mi 
homes from the beginning and thank them for all of 
their hard work with the sale which was an emotional 
experience for us.

– mr and ms Knowles

buyer
following a number of failed attempts to buy other 
properties and being messed around by agents, we 
sought the help of mi homes to be proactive in the 
search of a family home for us with a strict requirement 
of being off market only. within 10 days we found 
ourselves inside the living room of a home we fell in 
love with and enjoyed a hassle free purchase without 
the excuses as to why we were losing out with our 
previous offers. a huge thank you to the team at mi 
homes for making this move possible. 

– mr and mrs kay

16, fairgreen, cockfosters, en4

Sold (off market) at 101% of asking price

101%

8 viewings 
in 12 days

listed 

18.04.2018

sale agreed 

01.05.2018

exchanged

02.06.2018

sold

08.06.2018

listed at

a total of 2 offers negotiated

sold at

£1,500,000 £1,520,000



established in 2016, mi homes was formed by founding director nicholas kyriacou, 
who set out to make a change in an industry which deserves it. with a property 

background, him, like you, have had difficult experiences with estate agents, and 
he knew there was a better way. 

so, in many ways, mi homes was born out of frustration, which has quickly 
developed into a great pleasure, to serve clients in a way that they warrant to be, 

after all, what is more important than ensuring you are in the right hands when 
selling what is most likely to be your most expensive asset? 

our ethos is to simply be different. we aim to make a mark on an industry we deem 
as broken. these aren’t simply words. we operate differently, charge differently and 

perform differently.

now you have heard our story, let us help you create yours.

nicholas kyriacou

director

mi 

story

book valuation

stage 1
listing a property

stage 2
finding the right
buyers 

stage 3
troubleshooting and progressing

transaction to completion

win instruction

perform ID verification
anti-money laundering
checks

write a bespoke marketing
description and prepare brochures

launch property
on our website

buyers
qualifications

book viewings with
prospective buyers

attend viewings

discuss feedback
with vendor(s)

launch property
on social media

find buyers 

launch property
on portals

register buyers 
details

invite qualified
buyers to view

organise and book
viewings strategically

obtain viewing
feedback

negotiate agreed
deal terms

negotiate offers

arrange conveyancing
agreement

arrange mortgage /
completion funds

prevent deal
fall through

hand over keys for
move in / completion

issue sales memorandum and
introduce the legal parties

attend valuation
appointment

source new
property details

follow up
appointment

prepare photos
& floorplans

communicate offer(s)
to the vendor(s)

verify buyers
identification documents 

troubleshooting /
prevent deal fall through

arrnage survey
/ inventory

push for an exchange
of contracts



+44 (0) 20 7323 9574

hello@mi-homes.co.uk

mi-homes.co.uk

907 green lanes, winchmore hill, n21 2qp

#youdeservemore

proudly regulated by:
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mihomespropertyagents


